Eye on the World
Jan. 30, 2021
This compilation of material for “Eye on the World” is presented as a service
to the Churches of God. The views stated in the material are those of the
writers or sources quoted by the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the members of the Church of God Big Sandy. The following articles
were posted at churchofgodbigsandy.com for the weekend of Jan. 30, 2021.
Compiled by Dave Havir
Luke 21:34-36—“But take heed to yourselves, lest your souls be weighed down
with self-indulgence, and drunkenness, or the anxieties of this life, and that day
come on you suddenly, like a falling trap; for it will come on all dwellers on the
face of the whole earth. But beware of slumbering; and every moment pray that
you may be fully strengthened to escape from all these coming evils, and to take
your stand in the presence of the Son of Man” (Weymouth New Testament).
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Blue State Blues: 9 Signs That Joe Biden Is
a Third World Leader” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 29, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
President Joe Biden told Americans in his Inaugural Address last week: “We
have learned again that democracy is precious. Democracy is fragile. And at
this hour, my friends, democracy has prevailed.” But one would be forgiven for
thinking otherwise, given the Biden administration’s behavior on taking office.
After a week of Biden, the United States is being run more like a Third World country than an advanced democracy. Here are nine of the most salient examples:
1. Rule by executive order.
President Biden issued dozens of executive orders in his first week, a new
record. Yet at a town hall in October, he promised: “I have this strange notion. We are a democracy . . . Things you can’t do by executive order, unless
you’re a dictator. We’re democracy, we need consensus.” Speaker of the
House Nancy Pelosi has supported him, turning the legislature into a rubber
stamp, hailing Biden for what she called “transformative executive actions.”
2. Putting a predecessor on trial.
Biden broke his pledge to seek “unity,” and backed a Senate impeachment
trial for his predecessor, President Donald Trump. Trump has not committed
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any known crime. Moreover, the Constitution does not provide for a former
president to be impeached. Already, 45 Senators voted to declare the trial
unconstitutional, meaning there is no chance of a conviction. The only purpose is to prevent Trump from running for office again – pure politics.
3. Censorship of opposition.
The Biden administration has not done anything to challenge the ongoing
censorship of conservatives in social media, which the Biden campaign actually supported. Administration officials are said to be delighted that Trump
has been banned from Twitter, because it has eliminated the most powerful
opposition voice. In addition, the Department of Justice has begun prosecuting people for memes. The chilling effect on speech is real.
4. Attacking the private sector.
Biden has killed jobs in the fossil fuel industry by canceling the permit for the
Keystone XL pipeline and suspending oil and gas leasing on federal lands. He
has done so even though there will be no benefit for the planet. Even Climate
Envoy John Kerry admitted Wednesday that if U.S. emissions were to reach
“zero,” the world’s emissions would ensure that climate change continued.
But in a Third World dictatorship, the private sector is expendable.
5. Exploiting identity politics.
Biden continues to peddle the lie that our society is haunted by “systemic
racism.” He is leading an assault on common national symbols and ideas,
deleting the report of the 1776 Commission within moments of taking office.
(Biden attacked the report, which he clearly has not read, as “offensive” and
“counter-factual.”) Biden also imposed new transgender rules on the military
and on amateur sports, short-circuiting debate about a sensitive issue.
6. Challenging judicial independence.
One of the only checks on a runaway executive or legislature is an independent judiciary. But Biden is pressing ahead with plans to “reform” the courts,
potentially “packing” the Supreme Court with left-wing judges. To that end,
he has appointed Bob Bauer to lead a “bipartisan” commission to study the
issue. Bauer is Biden’s former campaign lawyer, and worked for Perkins Coie,
the firm that arranged the fraudulent “Russia dossier.”
7. Purging former officials.
Biden is removing officials appointed by his predecessor to a variety of agencies, from the Voice of America to the National Security Council. The “purge”
has even included officials like National Security Agency general counsel Michael Ellis, who had previously been vetted through a bipartisan process. Trump
complained about Obama “holdovers” but hired critics, even Democrats.
Notably, Biden has not appointed one Republican to his Cabinet.
8. Encouraging a slavish media.
The Biden Administration enjoys the benefit of fawning coverage from the
mainstream media, which has thus far provided glowing reports about the
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new administration, and continues to portray Trump and his supporters in the
most negative light possible. The Washington Post kept a running tally of allegedly false statements by Trump, but has declined to do so for Biden – even
though Biden has a well-deserved reputation for telling falsehoods.
9. Military in the streets.
The National Guard ought to have been brought to the Capitol to reinforce police
on January 6. Their presence was understandable in the aftermath of the Capitol riot, even if the much-touted threats to the Inauguration never amounted to
much. But now their presence has been extended for months, supposedly to
thwart threats to the Senate trial. It looks less like a legitimate mission and
more like a show of force by Democrats against their political opponents.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Calvin Freiburger titled “Biden Restores Foreign Aid to Abortion
by Repealing Mexico City Policy” was posted at lifesitenews.com on Jan. 28,
2021. Following is the article.
__________
The Biden administration announced Thursday the impending repeal of the
Mexico City Policy, restoring foreign aid to organizations involved in abortion
and guaranteeing thousands of additional babies will be killed worldwide.
The White House has announced that President Joe Biden will soon be issuing
a “Presidential Memorandum to protect and expand access to comprehensive
reproductive health care,” which “immediately rescinds the global gag rule,
also referred to as the Mexico City Policy, which bars international non-profits
that provide abortion counseling or referrals from receiving U.S. funding.”
Shortly after taking office in 2017, former President Donald Trump’s Protecting Life in Global Health Assistance (PLGHA) policy not only reinstated the
Mexico City Policy, which under previous Republican presidents had applied to
groups that committed abortions, but took the additional step of expanding
it to groups that promote or discuss abortion.
The action resulted in international abortion providers Planned Parenthood
and Marie Stopes losing millions of dollars because they refused to drop abortion in order to qualify for the money. Marie Stopes also had to close hundreds of operations across Africa. At the same time, reviews by the State
Department found that most recipients have complied with the new rules
without issue, leaving the distribution of legitimate foreign aid unharmed.
The new Biden memo “also directs the Department of Health and Human
Services to take immediate action to consider whether to rescind regulations
under its Title X family planning program.”
That statement refers to the Trump administration’s Protect Life rule, which
requires “clear financial and physical separation between Title X-funded proj-
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ects and programs or facilities where abortion is a method of family planning”
and bans “referral for abortion as a method of family planning.” It was projected to cut almost $60 million from the $616 million Planned Parenthood
received during the most recent fiscal year.
Despite having campaigned on an absolutist pro-abortion platform, Biden
claims to be a faithful Catholic. When pressed recently, White House Press
Secretary Jen Psaki said simply, “I think we’ll have more to say on the Mexico
City Policy in the coming days, but I will just take the opportunity to remind
all of you that he is a devout Catholic, and somebody who attends church
regularly. He started his day attending church with his family this morning,
but I don’t have anything more for you on that.”
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Natalie Colarossi titled “Covid Lockdowns May Have No Clear
Benefit vs. Other Voluntary Measures; International Study Shows” was posted at newsweek.com on Jan. 14, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
A study evaluating covid-19 responses around the world found that mandatory lockdown orders early in the pandemic may not provide significantly
more benefits to slowing the spread of the disease than other voluntary
measures, such as social distancing or travel reduction.
The peer reviewed study was published in the European Journal of Clinical Investigation on January 5, and analyzed coronavirus case growth in 10 countries in early 2020.
The study compared cases in England, France, Germany, Iran, Italy, Netherlands, Spain and the U.S.—all countries that implemented mandatory lockdown orders and business closures—to South Korea and Sweden, which instituted less severe, voluntary responses. It aimed to analyze the effect that
less restrictive or more restrictive measures had on changing individual
behavior and curbing the transmission of the virus.
The researchers used a mathematical model to compare countries that did
and did not enact more restrictive lockdown orders, and determined that there
was “no clear, significant beneficial effect of [more restrictive measures] on
case growth in any country.”
“We do not question the role of all public health interventions, or of coordinated communications about the epidemic, but we fail to find an additional
benefit of stay-at-home orders and business closures,” the research said.
However, the researchers also acknowledged that the study had limitations, and
noted that “cross-country comparisons are difficult,” since nations may have different rules, cultures, and relationships between their government and citizenry.
The study was conducted by researchers affiliated with Stanford University,
and was co-authored by Jay Bhattacharya, a professor of medicine and economics who has been a vocal opponent of coronavirus lockdowns since March.
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Bhattacharya was also among a group of scientists who wrote The Great Barrington Declaration, a controversial statement that encouraged governments
to lift lockdown restrictions to achieve herd immunity among young and
healthy people, while focusing protections on the elderly.
For additional context, other studies have oppositely determined that lockdown orders have effectively saved millions of lives.
A study published in the journal Nature by researchers at Imperial College
London in June found that some 3.1 million deaths had been averted due to
lockdowns across Europe early on in the pandemic.
A second study published alongside that report in Nature, and led by scientists in the United States, found that 530 million coronavirus infections had
been avoided due to early lockdowns in China, South Korea, Italy, Iran,
France and the United States, according to the news outlet.
Mandatory lockdown orders have also been a highly politicized issue across the U.S.
Some Republican leaders, including Florida Governor Ron DeSantis and Mississippi Governor Tate Reeves, have vehemently opposed state or nationwide
closures to curb the spread of covid-19. In Democratic states, including New
York and California, lockdown orders have been a consistent part of the coronavirus response since March.
Newsweek reached out to an author of the Stanford study for comment, but
did not hear back in time for publication.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following list of articles consists of headlines of extra articles, which are considered international. The articles were
not posted, but the headlines give the essence of the story.
__________
An article by Theodore Bunker titled “Israeli Defense Chief: Iran ‘Months, Maybe
Even Weeks’ From Nuclear Bomb” was posted at newsmax.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Sophie Mann titled “Biden State Department Is Reviewing Trump
Administration Arms Sales to UAE and Saudi Arabia” was posted at justthenews.
com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Abbie Cheeseman titled “UAE Cabinet Approves Establishment of Embassy in Tel Aviv in Further Sting to Palestinians” was posted at
telegraph.co.uk on Jan. 24, 2021.
An article by Josie Ensor titled “Biden on Collison Course With Saudi Arabia
That Could Upset Trump’s Alliance Against Iran” was posted at telegraph.co.uk
on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Caroline Delbert titled “Saudi Arabia Is Building an Entire City
in a Straight Line for Some Reason” was posted at popularmechanics.com on
Jan. 15, 2021.
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An article by Dr. Susan Berry titled “Poland Enacts Ban on Most Abortions”
was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
A Reuters article by David Milliken titled “UK to Give Airports Aid After Covid
Rules Tightened” was posted at reuters.com on Jan. 16, 2021.
A Reuters article by Lisi Niesner titled “Thousands March in Vienna Against
Coronavirus Restrictions” was posted at reuters.com on Jan. 16, 2021.
An article by Richard Sisk titled “US Plan to Withdraw Troops From Germany Up
for Reconsideration, SecDef Says” was posted at military.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Joe Biden Condemns Holocaust ‘Minimizers’—After Minimizing Holocaust for Two Years” was posted at breitbart.
com on Jan. 27, 2021.
A Reuters article by Sanjeev Miglani titled “India’s Friction With U.S. Rises
Over Planned Purchase of Russian S-400 Defense Systems” was posted at
reuters.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by Patrick Reevell titled “Tens of Thousands Protest Across Russia in
Support of Poisoned Putin Critic Navalny” was posted at gma.com on Jan. 23, 2021.
An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “On Eve of Trump’s Departure, US
Becomes First Government to Label China’s Actions ‘Genocide’ ” was posted
at breitbart.com on Jan. 19, 2021.
An article titled “More Rules for Returning New Zealand Travelers” was
posted at apnews.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Chris Tomlinson titled “Young Muslims Three Times More Likely
to be anti-Semitic, Homophobic Than Atheists Counterparts: Study” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Thomas D. Williams titled “Facebook Censors Mexican Cardinal [Juan Sandoval Iniguez] for Denouncing ‘New World Order’ ” was posted
at breitbart.com on Jan. 16, 2021.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by George Mullen titled “What If Big Tech Was Censoring Black
Speech Instead of Conservative Speech?” was posted at townhall.com on Jan.
16, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
What if Big Tech was censoring black speech instead of conservative speech?
And what if Parler was primarily an African-American social networking site
being targeted for shutdown by Twitter, Facebook, Google, Apple and Amazon?
We know exactly what would happen. There would be cataclysmic outrage
across the board, and justifiably so. The bigger question is, why isn’t there
cataclysmic outrage right now over what is happening to conservative speech?
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If these monopolies can effectively censor a massive group of 75 million people, they can surely come after your group next. Wake up, America.
Imagine if the old AT&T chose to police all telephone calls on their platform in
order to bleep-out falsehoods and certain types of political speech they didn’t
like. Sounds outrageous, like something from the old communist Soviet Union,
right? Yet, this is exactly what the Big Tech monopolies are doing today. Their
actions are a tacit declaration of war against America and the spirit of 1776.
As George Washington University Law School Professor Jonathan Turley writes,
“Twitter serves the same communicative function between consenting parties; it simply allows thousands of people to participate in such digital exchanges. Those people do not sign up to exchange thoughts only to have
Dorsey or some other Internet overlord monitor their conversations and “protect” them from errant or harmful thoughts.”
“Freedom of Speech” is the centerpiece of the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution for a reason—because it is the cornerstone constitutional right
that enables and protects all our other rights. And the Big Tech monopolies
are taking a hammer to it.
The leaders of at least six different nations have condemned the recent Big Tech
censorship of conservative speech . . . including Mexican President Manuel López
Obrador and German Chancellor Angela Merkel. Yet, in the United States, this censorship is being applauded by academics and most everyone in the Democratic
Party. George Orwell was more prescient than he ever could have imagined.
With respect to conservative speech being shut down, we “suddenly” have tens of
millions of new believers in the free-market on the socialist left as well. Most repeating the same talking-point that these are private companies and thus can censor
whomever they wish. Our hands are tied, they say (with a smile). Oh really? And
would this be their stance if it were black speech being targeted? Of course not.
We all know what is happening is wrong—whether you are being censored for
your skin color, hair color, religion, creed, political viewpoint, or anything else.
We are individuals and should each be judged as such. If a person is not breaking the law and not at their employment, that person’s freedom of speech should
always be honored and defended. Freedom of speech is the core of America.
Donald Trump is not the threat to democracy the media gargoyles would have
you believe, but Big Tech most certainly is.
As Voltaire famously said, “I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to
the death your right to say it.” And, yes, that means for President Trump as
well. Freedom of speech is fundamental to a democratic society, period. The
Big Tech Monopolies need to immediately alter course to preserve this fundamental core of America, as well as to provide for their own personal safety.
But that is unlikely—arrogance tends to be all consuming and self destructive.
Thus, we are witnessing the death of free speech on the Internet. Humanity
is diving headfirst into dystopia.
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With this in mind, perhaps Elon Musk (who has plans to put 42,000 Starlink
satellites in low Earth orbit) and other forward thinkers would consider establishing a satellite-based new Internet where freedom of speech is defended
at all times for all law-abiding citizens around the globe. There are close to 8
billion people ready to sign on.
The dystopian overlords can keep their old Internet.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Larry Elder titled “ ‘Uncle Tom’ Blacklisted by Hollywood” was
posted at townhall.com on Jan. 21, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
Actor Ben Affleck once explained why he found it difficult to watch Republican
actors on screen. “It’s . . . hard,” explained Affleck, “to get people to suspend
disbelief . . . When I watch a guy I know is a big Republican, part of me
thinks, I probably wouldn’t like this person if I met him, or we would have
different opinions. That (expletive) fogs the mind when you should be paying
attention and be swept into the illusion.”
This likely explains why “Uncle Tom,” the documentary on which I worked as
executive producer, gets no love from the lists of best documentaries of 2020. A
critical and financial success by any measure, the gross earnings of “Uncle Tom,”
so far, exceed seven times its cost and counting. It recently became available on
iTunes, Amazon Prime and Walmart online, as well as on store shelves.
Former CBS reporter Sharyl Attkisson recently wrote about the film’s snub
with the headline: “Censored: Larry Elder’s ‘Uncle Tom’ film.” But the Hollywood trade publications Variety and Hollywood Reporter? Silence.
The Chicago Tribune’s John Kass, a political writer, wrote a piece headlined
“What Frightens the American Left: Larry Elder’s New Documentary ‘Uncle
Tom.’ ” Kass writes: “Is there anything more frightening to the American political left and their high media priests of the woke world than Black Americans
who think for themselves and refuse to kneel? . . . And so, they are demeaned
by Democratic politicians and either ignored outright or marginalized as race
traitors, sellouts and ‘Uncle Toms.’ It’s a way to humiliate them, shut them up,
and cancel them. And the party’s handmaidens of the media play along. But
that’s one reason why Larry Elder’s stunning new film, ‘Uncle Tom: An Oral
History of the American Black Conservative,’ is so important, especially now.”
Each of the following three year-end lists of “best” documentary films of 2020
ignores “Uncle Tom,” despite an IMDb viewer rating higher than any on the
lists—in most cases, far higher. (IMDb, the Internet Movie Database website,
assigns films a rating, from one to 10, based on viewers’ reviews.)
First, Polygon’s list: (1) “Dick Johnson Is Dead,” 7.5 (IMDb rating); (2) “Bloody
Nose, Empty Pockets,” 7.3; (3) “Welcome to Chechnya,” 7.9; (4) “Collective,”
8.4; (5) “You Don’t Nomi,” 6.7; (6) “The Go-Go’s,” 7.5; (7) “Mucho Mucho
Amor,” 7.2; (8) “I Am Greta,” 5.2; (9) “Mayor,” 7.5; (10) “City Hall,” 7.3.
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Next, Paste Magazine’s top-25 list, listed alphabetically, without rankings, contains some of the same films, but many others are not on the first list. The new
additions are: “76 Days,” 7.1; “David Byrne’s American Utopia,” 8.3; “The Annotated Field Guide of Ulysses S. Grant,” N/A; “Boys State,” 7.7; “City So Real,” 7.4;
“Crip Camp,” 7.8; “Epicentro,” 6.8; “Feels Good Man,” 7.6; “Fireball: Visitors from
Darker Worlds,” 7.0; “The Grand Bizarre,” 6.7; “Heimat Is a Space in Time,” 6.8;
“The History of the Seattle Mariners,” N/A; “I Walk on Water,” 6.7; “Malni—Towards the Ocean, Towards the Shore,” 6.2; “The Metamorphosis of Birds,” 7.8;
“The Painter and the Thief,” 7.6; “Sunless Shadows,” 7.3; “Time,” 7.2; “Vick,” 7.4.
Finally, there’s IndieWire, an independent film website whose 2020 “best of” list
(unranked and listed alphabetically) also ignores “Uncle Tom.” The films on its “best
of” but not already listed above include: “All In: The Fight for Democracy,” 6.3;
“Athlete A”, 7.7; “Gunda,” 7.4; “The Mole Agent,” 7.6; “The Social Dilemma,” 7.7.
Not a single film on these three lists achieved an IMDb rating of 8.5 or more.
Not one. “Collective” registered the highest at 8.4. How did “Uncle Tom,”
again, shut out on all three lists, rate on IMBD? 8.9. Not a typo: 8.9.
Finally, of the last 10 Oscar winners for Best Documentary, none has a higher IMDb rating than “Uncle Tom.” None. Only one matched its 8.9 rating. See
you at the Academy Awards?
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Craig Bannister titled “Obama Granted 19X More Commutations,
9X As Much Clemency As Trump” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 20,
2021. Following are excerpts of the article.
__________
In his last full day in office on Tuesday, Pres. Donald Trump granted a combined
total of 143 pardons and commutations—but, his total acts of clemency during
his presidency are dwarfed by those of his predecessor, Pres. Barrack Obama.
While Obama served eight years and Trump only four, Obama’s 1,715 commutation total is 19 times that of Trump’s 89.
In terms of pardons, which restore a person’s rights as well as cancel jail
time, Obama’s total (212) is just under twice that of Trump’s (116).
Obama’s 1,927 acts of clemency (pardons and commutations) as president
is the most since Harry S. Truman, who also served two terms (1945-1953).
Obama’s 1,927 total acts of clemency is 9.4 times higher than Trump’s 205.
Truman granted 1,913 pardons and 118 commutations, for a total of 2,031.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Laura Hollis titled “America Grows Sick on a Diet of Propaganda
and Political Theater” was posted at creators.com on Jan. 28, 2021. Following
is the article.
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__________
There is a scene in Peter Jackson’s film “The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug”
when Bilbo Baggins and his dwarf companions stand at the entrance to Mirkwood Forest, through which they must travel to reach their destination. Once
lush, green and verdant, Mirkwood has become infested with evil. Bilbo hesitates to enter, saying, “This forest feels . . . sick.”
This country feels . . . sick.
Even the briefest foray into social media, editorial commentary or what passes for
“news” makes it abundantly clear: America is sick. She is sick because her people
have been fed a steady diet of propaganda, political theater and lies. This has become so extreme and so widespread of late that it is literally infecting every aspect
of American society and turning ordinary Americans against one another.
I wrote about this two weeks ago, and—as difficult as that seems—conditions
have worsened considerably since.
We’ll start with the most recent: What happened on Jan. 6 was not an “insurrection.” There was no serious attempt to “overthrow” the United States government. Was there a riot? Yes. Was it deliberately disruptive of government
business? Definitely. But an attempted coup? Ridiculous on its face.
We’ve seen plenty of riots in state capitols in recent years. Have these been
called “insurrections” or attempts to overthrow state governments? No. To
the contrary, they have been lauded as examples of “democracy in action,”
as House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said.
Washington, D.C.—including the Capitol itself—has endured no small amount of
violence in the past year and earlier (including massive unrest four years ago
when Donald Trump was inaugurated). And the Capitol violence three weeks ago
was caused by a small number relative to the hundreds of thousands of
Americans who converged on Washington to make their voices heard peacefully.
But it has become necessary to call it an “insurrection” to justify the political
theater taking place now.
First and foremost, of course, is the attempt by Democrats in Congress to
impeach Trump for “inciting insurrection.” Most people won’t read the full text
of Trump’s speech that day. It was vintage Trump, confrontational and full of
braggadocio, but in it, he explicitly told his supporters to “peacefully and
patriotically” make their voices heard.
But no “insurrection” means no “incitement,” and that would mean no impeachment.
The articles of impeachment are themselves a charade. As Kentucky Sen. Rand
Paul stated on the Senate floor—and to which 44 other Republican senators
agreed—the Constitution simply does not authorize Congress to take the action
contemplated by an impeachment trial against a private citizen. Only a sitting
president can be “removed,” and Donald Trump is no longer the president of the
United States. Further, the U.S. Supreme Court announced that Chief Justice
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John Roberts will not preside over an impeachment trial in the Senate—another
blow to those who claim that such a “trial” on the House’s single impeachment
charge is legitimate. Finally, the 44 GOP senators who voted in favor of Paul’s
procedural motion prove that the 50 Democratic senators will not get the additional 17 Republicans they need for a two-thirds majority to convict.
So, the impeachment shtick isn’t about removing a man who is already gone,
and it isn’t really about getting a conviction either. It’s more—and more
extreme—political theater. If that’s not bad enough, the country is also struggling to recover from months of covid lockdowns. Florida Sen. Marco Rubio
described the impeachment charge as “stupid” and a waste of time.
And it gets much worse. The target of the “insurrection” propaganda campaign is
not so much Donald Trump as it is the 74 million-plus people who voted for him.
Americans were stunned when Hillary Clinton referred to only half of Donald
Trump’s supporters as a “basket of deplorables” in 2016. But Trump had millions more supporters in 2020, and now all of them are being demonized by
Democrats and their mouthpieces in the media as threats, as “seditionists”
and “white supremacists” who need to be “deprogrammed,” “reprogrammed,”
imprisoned in “reeducation camps” or subjected to “Nuremburg trials.”
These are not isolated remarks by fringe elements; they are comments made
by “mainstream” Democratic voices: Washington Post correspondent Eugene
Robinson, media darling Katie Couric, MSNBC anchor Don Lemon, actor Jon
Cryer, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Comments on these articles and
tweets—made by non-famous, left-leaning Americans—are even worse.
This is beyond political difference. It is a sickness.
Conservative commentators Dennis Prager and Tucker Carlson have warned that
the reckless hyperbole risks spilling over into reality. Prager opined this week
that a population deceived into thinking that a political candidate is a murderous
dictator will turn a blind eye to, and even support, election fraud, which only
benefits those inclined to commit it. Carlson took the left to task in his opening
monologue last Tuesday evening for relentlessly smearing innocent Americans,
like bullies baiting their victims to—finally—throw a punch. The point Carlson
made, emphatically, is that eventually, even the most peaceable and law-abiding person will retaliate in the face of baseless accusations and unfair treatment,
contributing to a destructive cycle that threatens the fabric of society.
The political and cultural elites in this country consider themselves uniquely qualified to lead. But true leaders behave in ways that demonstrate their concern for
the health of the organizations and people under their charge. They do not exploit
differences and foment discord for their own personal aggrandizement.
I’m not seeing much true leadership now.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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An article by Martha Boneta titled “Keystone Decision Shows What Biden
Administration Thinks of Property Rights” was posted at thevirginiastar.com
on Jan. 28, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
It’s absolutely true that the Biden administration showed what it thought of
workers and their families with the president’s decision to revoke the permit
for the Keystone XL Pipeline.
Thousands of breadwinners, many of them in high-paid union jobs, thought
they had found good employment to support their families but now must look
elsewhere in an economy still shut down to a large degree.
But it also showed what it thinks of Americans’ property rights—and the news
is not encouraging.
I’ve lived this. I’ve had people try to force me to use my farm according to their
rules. When I didn’t knuckle under, I had the IRS sicced on me. I was spied on.
I had people try to get my bank to call in my mortgage. I once was fined
$15,000 per day for letting 10 little girls have a birthday party at my house.
I fought back and helped pass two laws that gave farmers more say in how
they use their property. But it was exhausting and expensive and not something I would wish on anyone.
Energy companies are about to have a lot of similar experiences.
The Keystone XL Pipeline, which would have carried 830,000 barrels of oil per day
from Alberta to Nebraska, where it would link with other pipelines that go to the Gulf
Coast, has been studied as much as any infrastructure project in American history.
The Obama administration conducted five environmental studies on it and all five
found not only that the project would have no material impact on greenhouse
gas emissions but that it would increase CO2 emissions and leaks by as much
as 42 percent to move the oil by alternative means, such as rail and trucks.
It ordered the project stopped anyway.
The oil produced in Alberta’s tar sands is among the most hydrocarbon-intensive anywhere, and it must reach the Gulf Coast—where refineries are
equipped to handle heavy oil—to be processed. The Trump administration
reinstated the permit, and the provincial government of Alberta and private
companies in the U.S. made substantial commitments to build the pipeline
and create what some say are as many as 42,000 direct and ancillary jobs.
Trudeau asked President Biden to wait until the two could talk—the president
had indicated Trudeau would be the first foreign leader he would call.
But Biden ordered the project stopped anyway.
The move is not popular in the U.S.—36 percent support it and 51 percent
oppose. But the Canadians are furious. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said
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“some premiers want to go to war” with the U.S. over the decision. Even the
Washington Post admitted this decision “could potentially create a worse atmosphere than anything we witnessed during Trump’s unconventional presidency.”
That’s not surprising since the province thought it had a deal, and the pipeline
is vital to the economic wellbeing of a key U.S. ally.
The move won’t reduce greenhouse gas emissions—the oil will be sold somewhere, and would anyone honestly prefer it be done by China’s environmental standards as opposed to ours?
It won’t even stop oil from traveling from Canada to the Gulf Coast. The U.S.
gets half the oil it imports from Canada and is expected to increase its purchases from 3.8 million barrels per day now to as much as 4.4 million per day
over the next few years. Another 950,000 barrels per day in pipeline capacity will come online by the time Biden leaves office.
But it does something worse. As the Wall Street Journal stated in an editorial, it “sends a message to investors that playing by U.S. rules provides no
immunity from arbitrary political whim.”
TC Energy—formerly TransCanada—has been working on this since 2008. It has
persuaded national, provincial, state and local governments of its environmental
efficacy and logistical necessity. It even sweetened the pot for environmentalists
with a $10 million green jobs training fund, $500 million for indigenous suppliers
and jobs and designing the pipeline to run exclusively on renewable power.
Now it knows the goal is not to reduce greenhouse emissions. It is not even
to force Canada to keep its oil in the ground—it will be sold, and most of it
will be sold to the U.S. regardless of this decision.
It is to show that the federal government led by Joe Biden is prepared to run
roughshod over private companies to accomplish political means without so much
as a nod to science or due process or a phone call to the prime minister of Canada.
As someone who has been in the crosshairs of people who would forgo your
rights for their ends, my advice is to start fighting now. It won’t get any easier, and the people who perpetrated this won’t stop on their own.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Dennis Prager titled “Why the Left Has to Suppress Free Speech”
was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 19, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
Let us begin with this fact: The left always suppresses speech. Since Vladimir
Lenin and the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1917, there has been no
example of the left in control and not crushing dissent.
That is one of the important differences between liberal and left: Liberalism and
liberals believe in free speech. (The present leftist threat to freedom in America,
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the greatest threat to freedom in American history, is made possible because liberals think they have more to fear from conservatives than from the left. Liberals
do not understand that the left regards liberals as their useful idiots.)
The left controls universities. There is little or no dissent allowed at universities.
The left controls nearly every “news” medium. There is little or no dissent in the
mainstream media—not in the “news” sections and not in the opinion sections.
The left controls Hollywood. No dissent is allowed in Hollywood.
That is why we have “cancel culture”—the silencing and firing of anyone who
publicly dissents from the left, and even “publicly” is no longer necessary. The
National Association of Realtors has just announced that if you express dissenting views (on race, especially) in private, you may be fined and lose your membership in the organization—which effectively ends your career as a realtor.
So, we return to the opening question: Why does the left need to crush all
dissent? This is a question made all the more stark because there is no parallel on the right: Conservatives do not shut down dissent or debate.
The answer, though the left will not acknowledge it, is the left fears dissent. And
they do so for good reason. Leftism is essentially a giant balloon filled with nothing but hot air. Therefore, no matter how big the balloon—the Democratic Party,
The New York Times, Yale University—all it takes is a mere pin to burst it.
Leftism is venerated by intellectuals. But there is little intellectual substance
to leftism. It is a combination of doctrine and emotion. The proof? Those with
intellectual depth do not stifle dissent; they welcome it.
That is why universities are so opposed to conservatives coming to speak on
campus. One articulate conservative can undo years of left-wing indoctrination
in a one-hour talk or Q and A. I know this from personal experience on campuses. You can, too. Watch the speeches given by any conservatives allowed to
speak on a campus—many of these talks are still on YouTube—and you will see
large halls filled with students yearning to hear something other than left-wing
pabulum. Look at their faces, filled with rapt attention to ideas they never heard
that are clearly having an impact. Universities are entirely right to fear our coming to speak. We come with the pin that bursts their $50,000-a-year balloon.
That is also why it is so hard to get any of them to debate any of us. In 35
years of radio, I have never mistreated or bullied a guest. I was unfailingly
polite to an icon of the left, Howard Zinn, the America-hating author of the
America-hating “A People’s History of the United States.” I even invited a
UCLA political science professor and violinist, one of seven members of the
Santa Monica Symphony Orchestra who refused to play when I conducted the
orchestra in a Joseph Haydn symphony in the Disney Concert Hall—solely
because I’m a conservative. Despite his public letter, in which he accused me
of holding “horribly bigoted positions” and wrote, “Please urge your friends to
not attend this concert, which helps normalize bigotry in our community,” I
nevertheless invited him on my national radio show. He agreed. I had him in
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studio for an entire hour and treated him and his wife (who accompanied
him) with great respect, despite my contempt for his false accusations and
his advocacy of the cancel culture. Every American should hear that hour.
Unfortunately for the emotional and intellectual health of our society, he, Zinn
and a few others were anomalies. Of the 100 or so left-wing authors, professors and columnists invited to appear on my show, almost none has responded in the affirmative. They prefer NPR, where they are never challenged.
The opposite, however, is not true: Every conservative intellectual I know says
yes to every one of the (very few) left-wing invitations we receive. Of course, we
are almost never invited. We regularly invite leftists. Leftists almost never invite
us. They claim it’s because we are not up to their intellectual level and they have
no desire to waste their time. One would think that the opportunity to publicly
show how vapid we conservatives really are would be too good to pass up.
Leftists do not debate us or appear as guests on our shows and prevent us from
speaking whenever possible, because they (correctly) fear conservatives. Racebaiters such as Ibram X. Kendi or Ta-Nehisi Coates or “White Fragility” author
Robin DiAngelo would never debate Larry Elder, for example. Why won’t they?
Because they would be shown to be the intellectually shallow purveyors of hate
they are. Deep down, they know it. Larry Elder is one of many conservative
black intellectuals who left-wing blacks (and whites) refuse to debate.
Now you know why the left suppresses free speech: because they have to. If
there is free speech, there is dissent. And if there is dissent, there is no more left.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Dennis Prager titled “The Most Important Question About the 2020
Election” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 26, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
Since the day after the 2020 presidential election, I have said I am agnostic
with regard to whether the election was honestly or dishonestly decided.
The primary reasons for my agnosticism are the usual ones:
The anomalies:
In 132 years, no president has received more votes in his run for reelection and lost. Yet Donald Trump received 10 million more votes in 2020 than
in 2016—and lost.
Trump won 18 of the 19 counties both Democrats and Republicans regard
as the “bellwether” counties that virtually always go with the outcome of
presidential elections. Yet he lost.
He won four bellwether states—Florida, Ohio, Iowa and North Carolina.
Yet he lost.
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Republicans held onto all the House seats they were defending and gained
another 13 seats. Yet, Trump lost.
Add the following to the anomalies:
Unprecedented efforts were made in some states to change election laws.
Mostly Democratic states sent out tens of millions of ballots or applications
for absentee ballots to people who never requested them.
Voting began in some states six weeks before Election Day.
People have submitted sworn affidavits at great personal cost and with possible perjury charges that they witnessed ballot tampering on election night.
But all these things would matter little if Democrats involved in ballotcounting felt morally compelled to count votes honestly.
So, then, there is one question I have never heard posed that trumps all other considerations: Would moral considerations prevent Democrats from cheating to oust Trump? Or, to put the question in the positive: Would Democrats
deem it morally obligatory to cheat on behalf of Joe Biden?
The answer to the first question is no: Moral considerations would not prevent decent Democrats from cheating to prevent Trump’s reelection. The answer to the second question is yes: Decent Democrats would deem it morally obligatory to cheat on behalf of Biden.
For four years, the media and their party, the Democrats, told us every day
that Trump is a fascist, a dictator, a racist and a white supremacist; that he
was an agent of the Russian government—a real-life Manchurian candidate.
We were also repeatedly told by the lying media (Trump’s accurate description of the mainstream media) that in Charlottesville, Virginia, Trump said
there are “very fine” Nazis (see the PragerU video, “The Charlottesville Lie”).
Yes, the media told us with a straight face that a man with a Jewish daughter, Jewish son-in-law and Jewish grandchildren said there are fine Nazis.
Biden said he decided to run for president because of this lie.
So, then, here is the question: Why would anyone who sincerely believed Trump
is a white-supremacist fascist dictator not cheat if he or she could prevent such
a person from becoming or remaining president of the United States?
Let me sharpen this question: Isn’t someone who could prevent a fascist,
white-supremacist, Nazi-defending dictator morally obligated to cheat if he or
she could prevent such a person from becoming president?
I certainly would. If I were in a position to cheat in order to prevent a fascist from
becoming president, why would I not cheat? I think of the most relevant example: the Nazis in the 1932 elections, Germany’s last free election until after World
War II. Though the Nazi Party did not receive a majority of votes, the Nazis held
the most seats in the Reichstag, and the head of the party, Adolf Hitler, was
named chancellor of Germany. If I were in a position to have prevented the Nazis
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from coming to power by cheating in the vote-count, wouldn’t I have been morally obligated to do so—and therefore done so? The answer is obvious.
To repeat, I have never said Biden did not win the election. And even if there was
considerable fraud, that doesn’t mean the election result would have been different.
But there are consequences to beliefs. Unless Democrats knew they were lying
for four years when they labelled Trump a fascist, racist, Nazi, dictator, etc.,
were they not duty-bound to cheat on Biden’s behalf? So, then, when you have
circumstantial evidence (not proof), combined with opportunity, desire, motive
and, most important, no moral argument against cheating and a strong moral
argument for cheating, it isn’t a “lie,” and it isn’t a crackpot conspiracy theory,
to wonder about the integrity of America’s 2020 presidential election.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Tucker Carlson titled “Robinhood, GameStop and Wall Street’s Rigged
Game” was posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 28, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
Last March, as the country began to panic about the arrival of the coronavirus
from China, a billionaire called Bill Ackman went on television and attempted
to make America even more afraid than it already was.
“Hell is coming . . .” Ackman said during an appearance on CNBC. “There’s a
tsunami coming, right? A tsunami’s coming and you feel it in the air, right?
The tide starts to roll out, OK? And on the beach, people are playing and having fun like there’s nothing going on. And that is the feeling I’ve had for the
last two months . . . We need to shut it down now . . . America will end as
we know it, I’m sorry to say so, unless we take this option.”
Ackman was especially frightened for the future of Hilton Hotels. Hilton Hotels, he
proclaimed, is “going to zero along with every other hotel company in the world.”
Not long after that appearance, we learned that Ackman’s firm had made more
than $2 billion from trading in the stocks, including Hilton Hotels, that many people believed he had pushed down with such historically dire predictions.
It seemed obvious to us that Ackman’s rant on CNBC was part of a dishonest investment strategy, and we said so on the air. His lawyers immediately
threatened to sue us. In a long phone conversation later, Ackman swore to
us that his public attack on Hilton Hotels had nothing at all to do with his
desire to buy hotel stocks at a lower price or with the billions in profit that
his firm subsequently reported. We’ll let you assess Bill Ackman’s sincerity.
This kind of behavior is common on Wall Street. Hedge fund managers bet money
that a specific stock will decline in value. That’s called short selling, and it has no
obvious value to the American economy. Short selling exists for the purpose of
enriching the people who do it. Short selling hurts companies, their investors, and
their employees. Ultimately, it hurts our country itself, yet it continues.
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No one does anything about short selling. Regulators ignore it. CNBC applauds
the brilliance of the people who do it. The last administration did nothing to stop
this, and the current administration certainly won’t. The Biden White House is
more tightly controlled by business interests than any administration in history.
Virtually every person there is beholden to the finance establishment.
What’s happening on Wall Street is so clearly awful and so obviously destructive.
The question is, who’s going to fight back against it? As it turns out, a bunch of
guys on Reddit will. It fell to them to push back against the short sellers because
no one else even tried. So they did. A group of independent investors in a Reddit
group called Wall Street Bets learned that hedge funds planned to short the stock
of a failing retail company called GameStop. So they began buying shares of
GameStop, and Gamestop surged in value, ultimately by more than 1,000%.
The hedge funds, for all their calculations, hadn’t seen that coming, and they
lost billions as a result of it. One hedge fund lost so much money it needed a
bailout from two other hedge funds. Meanwhile, some of the investors on
Reddit got rich. But getting rich was not the whole reason they did it. They
also wanted to send a message.
“You know, I’m a pastor, and Jesus tells a story about this rich fool who has
an overabundant harvest that’s more than he can store,” one of the Redditors,
Justin Speak, told MSNBC. ”And rather than give the excess to those in need,
he chooses to build bigger and bigger barns to store it for himself. And rather
than share the billions with the less fortunate, they’ve built bigger and bigger
barns for themselves. And so, yeah . . . there was a part of me that thought,
‘Well, it will be fun to be a part of this moment, to see this moment where at
some level overnight these investors are losing their investing lives.’ ”
Bill Ackman and the many people on Wall Street who behave like Bill Ackman
understandably generate some resentment from the rest of the population.
They pause and say, “Wait a second, what exactly did you do to make $2 billion? Did you improve anything? Was it just another sleazy inside deal that
the rest of us were excluded from participating in? Tell us now, and please
speak slowly so we can understand your answer.”
That was pretty much the message the Reddit guys were sending to Wall Street.
Watching at home, a lot of Americans applauded that message. But others
weren’t happy. People who lose money rarely are happy. But here’s what makes
the hedge fund managers different from you: They have a lot more power than
you. They control the game, so they immediately changed the rules of the game.
On Thursday, the investment app Robinhood, which is used by independent
investors to buy and sell stock, banned its users from trading GameStop
shares, as well as shares of several other companies.
No one even knew that was legal. Maybe it isn’t, but Robinhood did it anyway, and
they did it under pressure from the hedge funds who they really work for. So much
for the free market you’re always hearing about. There’s nothing free about it. Turns
out what Wall Street really hates is outsider trading, the idea that people from outside their world might be getting rich. That’s the one thing they can’t abide.
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The management of Robinhood, of course, didn’t admit any of this. They’re
still posing as an outpost of inclusive, progressive values in a sea of rapacious
capitalism. The irony being, of course, that Robinhood is the most rapacious.
They sell information they gather from their customers to the hedge funds
who use it for their advantage. And most customers don’t even know. How’s
that for progressive? On the other hand, they do support Black Lives Matter.
Other platforms took effectively the same position, but felt the need to pretend a little more than Robinhood did. They justified changing the rules by
attacking the very people they were hurting by changing the rules. The communication service Discord, for example, banned users from the Wall Street
Bets group for using its platform. They didn’t do that because those guys
were beating the hedge fund guys at their own grubby game. No, they were
banned, according to Discord, for engaging in ”hate speech.”
You can laugh if you want, but keep in mind, this is a time-tested tactic.
Remember the Occupy Wall Street protests of more than a decade ago? The
2008 crash wrecked an awful lot of families in this country. Many have not
recovered, even now. People were angry about that and many blamed Wall Street.
But rather than address their grievances, some of them legitimate, Wall
Street and its countless puppets in the media just changed the subject.
It was right about this point that we started hearing an awful lot about identity politics. In 2011, when the Occupy movement was at its peak, mentions
of the word “racism” in The New York Times, The Washington Post and Los
Angeles Times skyrocketed. In the case of The Washington Post, America’s
most committed defender of entrenched power, mentions of racism nearly tripled at the height of Occupy Wall Street. Of course, it worked. They changed
the subject, and they’re doing that again right now.
Over on CNBC, home of the professional short seller, they started their defense
of big finance a little more tactfully. The problem with humiliating hedge funds,
explained anchor and professional hedge fund shill Andrew Ross Sorkin, is that
in the end, humiliating hedge funds only hurts the people who do it. So for their
own good, they might want to stop this nonsense immediately.
SORKIN: What I’m concerned about is that this is a pump-and-dump scheme
that effectively is being cloaked as Mother Teresa has arrived on the scene. I
think there are real underlying issues with the system that need to be resolved.
I do not want to protect the system. I love watching the little guy beat the big
guy as much as anybody. But what I wonder is whether these folks trying to
“stick it to the man” are ultimately going to be sticking it to themselves.
Where was Andrew Ross Sorkin for the last dozen years, as the central bank
shoveled trillions to Wall Street, thereby enriching a few, devaluing the American
dollar, guaranteeing hyperinflation, and, of course, destroying the value of the
average person’s savings? The Reddit guys noticed. That’s why they’re mad.
Janet Yellen might have something interesting to say about all of this. She ran
the Federal Reserve for years, beginning under Barack Obama. As much as any
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single person on Earth, Janet Yellen is responsible for creating the distorted
financial system that made the Reddit revolt possible, indeed, inevitable.
As of last week, Janet Yellen is the treasury secretary. Here’s what Joe Biden’s
flack had to say Wednesday about her:
JEN PSAKI: I’m also happy to repeat that we have the first female treasury secretary and a team that’s surrounding her and often questions about [the] market, we’ll send to them. But our team is, of course, our economic team, including Secretary Yellen and others, are monitoring the situation. It’s a good reminder, though, that the stock market isn’t the only measure of the health of
our economy, doesn’t reflect how working and middle class families are doing.
Let’s translate: Janet Yellen has nothing to say about Reddit or GameStop,
short selling or even the dangerously corrupt condition of American finance.
More broadly, she hasn’t thought about those things and probably doesn’t
even care. Janet Yellen herself has made millions from hedge funds, including from funds that lost money to the Reddit guys. But we’d like to remind
you that Janet Yellen is a woman and so are many of the people around her.
These brave leaders have broken glass ceilings. They are empowered, and
that’s enough. We can’t give you an answer. We won’t improve your life. But
we do have diversity, so you should be happy.
That’s their position. Has there ever been, in all human history, a clearer distillation of the essence of neoliberalism than that? Maybe at this point, people will
start to catch on to the game. Suddenly, people are catching on to a lot of things.
We may come to see the Reddit guys and their effective defense of GameStop
as a kind of turning point in this country’s history. Whatever our current system
is, it is definitely not the capitalism we were promised, not even close.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by John Binder titled “U.S. Billionaires Boost Their Wealth by 40
Percent During Coronavirus Crisis” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 28,
2021. Following is the article.
__________
Billionaires in the United States have increased their wealth by nearly 40 percent since the start of the Chinese coronavirus crisis, new analysis finds.
The nation’s 660 billionaires have grown their collective net worth by $1.1
trillion since March 2020, when economic lockdowns closed small and medium-sized businesses, according to analysis by Americans for Tax Fairness.
In March 2020, U.S. billionaires had a combined net worth of just under $3
trillion. Today, that net worth has jumped to $4.1 trillion – a 38.6 percent increase in wealth for the nation’s richest one percent of earners.
At the same time, 18 million Americans remain jobless, 6.2 million are underemployed, and hundreds of thousands of small businesses have been forced to close.
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The wealth growth among billionaires has been so vast that 46 former millionaires have become billionaires since the start of the crisis. Their $4.1 trillion
combined wealth means that they have more money than the bottom half of
earners—165 million Americans—whose combined wealth stands at $2.4 trillion.
Specifically, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos has grown his wealth by more than 60
percent since March 2020 while Tesla CEO Elon Musk has boosted his wealth
by 628.5 percent. Similarly, Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates has raked in 23
percent more during the crisis than before and Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has increased his wealth by nearly 70 percent.
The analysis shows the massive gap in economic gains and losses between
the nation’s wealthiest and working and middle class Americans who have
disproportionately been impacted by the crisis and the subsequent economic
lockdowns various state governments have imposed.
Pew Research Center analysis from 2018 found that between the year 2000
and 2016, median household income for middle class Americans has been
stagnant while the median household income for working class Americans is
less than it was 16 years prior.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following list of articles consists of headlines of extra articles, which involve the United States. The articles were not
posted, but the headlines give the essence of the story.
__________
Deficit
An article by Catherine Rampell titled “Right on Schedule, Republicans Pretend
to Care About Deficits Again” was posted at washingtonpost.com on Jan. 21, 2021.
Comments about abortion
An article by Reagan McCarthy titled “Biden to Reverse Mexico City Policy
Preventing Taxpayer Dollars From Funding Abortions Abroad” was posted at
townhall.com on Jan. 21, 2021.
An article by Reagan McCarthy titled “Biden and Harris Celebrate Roe v. Wade,
Commit to Codifying Ruling” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article by Pete Williams titled “Supreme Court Wipes Out Lower Court
Rulings in Texas Abortion Battle [Handing a Victory to Advocates of Abortion
Rights]” was posted at nbcnews.com on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by David McLoone titled “Honduras Cements Pro-Life, Pro-Family
Legislation in ‘Constitutional Lock’ ” was posted at lifesitenews.com on Jan.
28, 2021.
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News about the media
An article by David Harsanyi titled “AOC and Other Progressives Have a
New Goal; Silence the Press” was posted at nypost.com on Jan. 13, 2021.
An article by Joshua Q. Nelson titled “[Katie] Pavlich: The Left Should Pay
Attention to How World Leaders Are Reacting to Big Tech Censorship” was
posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 14, 2021.
An article by Carly Roman titled “New York Post Banning CNN, MSNBC,
Washington Post and New York Times As Primary Sources” was posted at
washingtonexaminer.com on Jan. 14, 2021.
An article by Derek Hunter titled “Google Is Evil” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 17, 2021.
An article by Mark Angelides titled “Congress and the Media Can’t Compete
With Trump’s Popularity” was posted at libertynation.com on Jan. 18, 2021.
An article by Brad Slager titled “More Big Tech Manipulations: Twitter Appears to Be Shielding the Lincoln Project Amid Member Scandal” was posted
at townhall.com on Jan. 18, 2021.
An article by Matt Vespa titled “MSNBC Producer [Kyle Griffin] Says Trump
Gutted the GOP—And Then Facts Slapped That Hot Take in the Face” was
posted at townhall.com on Jan. 18, 2021.
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “CNN Reporter Suggests Cable Providers Ax
Certain Conservative Channels” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 18, 2021.
An article by Beth Baumann titled “CNN Panel’s [Negative] Take on President Trump’s Exit Reveals Just How Truly Anti-Trump the Network Is” was
posted at townhall.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Ben Shapiro titled “Get Ready for Four Years of Media Sycophancy” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Thread: Mainstream Media Figures Can’t
Contain Their Glee Celebrating Inauguration Day” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Pam Key titled “Fox News Anchor [Chris] Wallace: Biden Speech
Was the ‘Best Inaugural Address I’ve Ever Heard’ ” was posted at breitbart.com
on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Pam Key titled “MSNBC’s [Joy] Reid: We Have Gone From
Trump’s ‘Indecency’ and ‘Idolatry’ to Biden’s ‘True Religion’ ” was posted at
breitbart.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Adam Weiss titled “Congratulations Mainstream Media—You
Helped Get Rid of the Man Who Made You Rich and Relevant” was posted at
townhall.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
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An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Liberal Journalist [Glenn Greenwald]
Points Out Media’s Hypocrisy Over Military Occupation of DC” was posted at
townhall.com on Jan. 21, 2021.
An article by Brad Slager titled “In No Time at All, This Biden Term Already Has
the Press Altering Their Definition of ‘The Truth’ ” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article by Ann Coulter titled “First Duty of the Press: Make It About
Race” was posted at anncoulter.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Bill Maher [of HBO] Says Racism in
America Is Exaggerated” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 25, 2021.
An article by Michael Brown titled “Locked Out by Twitter for Telling the
Truth” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 25, 2021.
An article titled “Biden Administration Has System in Place Where Reporters Will Not Ask President Tough Questions: Media Critic [Steve Krakauer]”
was posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by John Nolte titled “Successful White Guy [Josh Dickey, a 23Year Veteran of the Entertainment Media] Forced to End Media Career—‘Not
Right Make & Year Anymore’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Dave Urbanski titled “Antifa Death Threats Convince Conservative Journalist Andy Ngo to Flee the United States” was posted at theblaze.com
on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Lindsay Kornick titled “Philly Inquirer Op-Ed [by David Lee Preston]:
It’s Not ‘Wrong’ to ‘Compare Trump to Hitler’ ” was posted at newsbusters.org on
Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Ben Shapiro titled “Don’t Be Fooled by Media’s Portrayal of
‘Normal’ Biden” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Nicholas Fondacaro titled “Networks Dismiss Jobs Destroyed
by Biden’s ‘Pause’ on New Oil & Gas Drilling” was posted at newsbusters.org
on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Scott Whitlock titled “Joy Reid [of MSNBC]: If Aliens Invade,
We’ll Deserve It for ‘Destroying the Planet’ ” was posted at newsbusters.org
on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Craig Bannister titled “Brent Bozell Slams Facebook for Abandoning Free Speech” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Matt Vespa titled “So, Is Anyone Going to Ask Why Thousands of
Troops Are Still in D.C. After Biden’s Inauguration” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 28, 2021.
Tragedies of lock-down
Looking back to November, an article by Brad Polumbo titled “4 LifeThreatening Unintended Consequences of the Lockdowns” was posted at fee.
org on Nov. 25, 2020. (The four consequences are: (1) Massive Spikes in
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Suicide Rates and Mental Health Crises, (2) Uptick in Drug Overdoses and
Substance Abuse, (3) Economic Devastation Leads to Hunger and (4) Surge
in Domestic Violence Under Covid-19 Lockdowns.)
Stimulus checks
An article by Christy Bieber titled “Some Progressives Push for $2,000
Monthly Stimulus Checks for the Rest of the Pandemic” was posted at fool.com
on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Megan Henney titled “Progressive Dems Urge Biden to Send
Recurring Coronavirus Stimulus Checks” was posted at foxbusiness.com on
Jan. 28, 2021.
Finances
An article by Daniel Savickas titled “Minimum Wage Hike Would Wreak
Havoc on Ailing America” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 21, 2021.
An article by Brad Polumbo titled “$15 Minimum Wage Would ‘Spell a Death
Knell for Many Small Restaurants,’ Expert [Professor Radhakrishnan Gopalan]
Warns” was posted at fee.org on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Katie Canales titled “Austin [Texas] Has Attracted the Likes of
Oracle, Palantir and Space X; Here’s What It’s Like Inside Texas’s Growing
Tech Hub” was posted at businessinsider.com on Jan. 23, 2021.
An article by John Csiszar titled “8 Reasons Your Taxes May Increase Dramatically Under the Biden Administration” was posted at yahoo.com on Jan. 25, 2021.
An article by Megan Henney titled “Small businesses Received $35 Billion
in PPP Loans During Third Round of Lending” was posted at foxbusiness.com
on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Megan Henney titled “Jobless Claims Fall Slightly As Another
847,000 Americans Apply for Unemployment Aid” was posted at foxbusiness.com
on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Bronson Stocking titled “[Michigan Governor Gretchen] Whitmer’s Lockdowns Put Michigan Number One in This Category [the Highest
Closure of Businesses]” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Nicholas Ballacy titled “GOP Lawmaker [Tom Reed of New York]:
‘Legitimate Conversations’ Taking Place About Taxing the Amount of Miles You
Drive” was posted at justthenews.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
Green New Deal
Looking back to 2019, an article by Adam Shaw titled “AOC’s Top Aide
Admits Green New Deal About the Economy, Not Climate” was posted at
foxnews.com on July 12, 2019.
Looking back to November, an article by Bradford Betz titled “Obama
Criticizes Americans for Liking ‘Cheap Gas and Big Cars’ More Than ‘The Environment’ ” was posted at foxbusiness.com on Nov. 30, 2020.
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An article by Bronson Stocking titled “Celebrity Climate Change Activists Flew
Private Jets to Biden’s Inauguration” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Kate Duffy titled “Biden Plans to Replace the US Government’s Fleet of 650,000 Vehicles With Electric Models in a Shift to Clean
Energy” was posted at businessinsider.com on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Doulas Braff titled “AOC Says Biden’s Climate Plan Sounds
Similar to Her ‘Green New Deal’ ” was posted at saracarter.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Melanie Arter titled “[Wyoming Senator John] Barrasso: ‘What
We’re Seeing Here Is the Green New Deal, Basically Dressed Up in Executive
Orders’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Haris Alic titled “Biden Executive Order Creates ‘Civilian Climate
Corps’ to Fight Climate Change” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Ellen Mitchell titled “Pentegon Declares Climate Change a ‘National Security Issue’ ” was posted at thehill.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “John Kerry Admits: Even ‘Zero’ U.S. Emissions Won’t Solve Climate Change” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Sam Dorman titled “John Kerry’s Family Still Owns Private Jet
As He Leads Climate Fight, FAA Records Indicate” was posted at foxnews.com
on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Katherine Rodriguez titled “Dan Crenshaw Slams John Kerry for
Telling Laid-Off Oil Workers to ‘Make Solar Panels’ ” was posted at breitbart.com
on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Michael Wayland titled “General Motors Plans to Exclusively
Offer Electric Vehicles by 2035” was posted at cnbc.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
New coronavirus strain
An article by Brenda Goodman titled “CDC: New Covid Strain May Dominate U.S. by March” was posted at webmd.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by James Anthony titled “New More Contagious Strain of Coronavirus
Found in South Carolina” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
Coronavirus vaccine
An article by Justine Coleman titled “Tech Coalition Working to Create Digital
Covid-19 Vaccination Passport” was posted at thehill.com on Jan. 14, 2021.
An article by Daniel Greenfield titled “Rockefeller Foundation and Microsoft
Working on Vaccine Passport” was posted at frontpagemag.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by Paul Van Osdol titled “West Virginia Leads Nation in Giving
Covid-19 Vaccines” was posted at wtae.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
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An article by Matt Vespa titled “Biden’s Covid Agenda Can Be Summed Up
in Six Words [‘There Is Nothing We Can Do’]” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 23, 2021.
An article by Thomas Mates titled “Orlando-Based Darden Restaurants to Offer
Workers Paid Time Off for Covid-19 Vaccinations” was posted at clickorlando.com
on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Sahid Fawaz titled “Olive Garden, Longhorn Become First Restaurant Chains to Pay Workers to Get Vaccine” was posted at labor411.org on
Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Marlo Safi titled “Red Rash Called ‘Covid Arm’ Developing on
Some Patients Who Received Moderna Vaccine” was posted at dailycaller.com
on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Berkeley Lovelace Jr. titled “Novavax Says Covid Vaccine Is
More Than 89% Effective” was posted at cnbc.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
Coronavirus and civil liberties
An article by Bronson Stocking titled “These Governors Violated Their Own
Coronavirus Restrictions to Attend Biden’s Inauguration” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article by Scott Morefield titled “Six Questions About Masks Our Overlords Refuse to Answer” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 25, 2021.
An article by Daniella Genovese titled “Biden Administration Considers Mandatory Covid-19 Tests for Domestic Air Travel, Official Says” was posted at
foxnews.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Ari Hoffman titled “Wisconsin State Senate Votes to Repeal
Governor’s Statewide Mask Mandate” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on
Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Joseph Curl titled “CNBC Touts Triple-Masking for Best Protection Against Covid-19” was posted at dailywire.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Sarah Irby titled “Virginia Adopts Permanent Covid-19 Workplace Safety Standards” was posted at nbc29.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Libby Emmons titled “New York AG [Letitia James] Accuses
Gov. Cuomo of Underreporting Nursing Home Deaths by Up to 50 Percent”
was posted at thepostmillennial.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
Coronavirus and religion
An article by Jesse O’Neill titled “Greek Orthodox Church Tells Priests to
Defy Covid-19 Lockdown Orders” was posted at nypost.com on Jan. 4, 2021.
Comments about police “misconduct”
An article by Julio Rosas titled “The Media Said Jacob Blake Was Unarmed
When He Was Shot; Blake [Himself] Ends That Narrative” was posted at
townhall.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
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An article by BreAnna Grant titled “A Michigan Deputy Was Fired After He
Arrested a Black Man Who Was Going Door-to-Door Collecting Signatures”
was posted at businessinsider.com on Jan. 23, 2021.
An article by Ben Tobin titled “Following Fatal Shootings of Breonna Taylor
and David McAtee, Louisville Police Will Undergo ‘Top-to-Bottom’ Review” was
posted at usatoday.com on Jan. 24, 2021.
An article by Doha Madani titled “Black Family Handcuffed at Gunpoint by
Police Sues Aurora, Colorado” was posted at nbcnews.com on Jan. 26, 2021.
Illegal immigration
A Reuters article by Sofia Menchu and Gustavo Palencia titled “Guatemala
Cracks Down on Migrant Caravan Bound for United States” was posted at
reuters.com on Jan. 16, 2021.
An article by Jeff Davidson titled “Unfettered Immigration Imperils Job
Prospects, Wages and Security for All Americans” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 17, 2021.
An article by Bronson Stocking titled “Biden Orders Census to Count Illegal
Aliens for Purpose of Apportioning House Seats” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 23, 2021.
An article by Bronson Stocking titled “ICE Deported Accused Murderer to
El Salvador Before Biden Stopped Deportations” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 23, 2021.
An article by John Binder titled “Joe Biden’s Crippling Immigration Enforcement Orders Disrupt ICE Agency” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by John Binder titled “Joe Biden Considers Abolishing Most ICE Detention of Criminal Illegal Aliens” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
Comments about weapons
An article by Lindsay Whitehurst titled “States Eye Allowing Concealed
Carry of Guns Without a Permit” was posted at apnews.com on Jan. 24, 2021.
Comments about teacher unions
An article by Nick Freitas titled “We Wouldn’t Let Government Control Our
Grocery Stores; Why Do We Let Them Control Our Schools?” was posted at
dailywire.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by Andrew Mark Miller titled “Study Shows Extremely Low Rate
of Coronavirus Transmission in School—0% From Child to Adult” was posted
at washingtonexaminer.com on Jan. 16, 2021.
An article by Cameron Probert titled “Pasco [Washington] Teachers Union
President Under Fire for Linking School Reopening to ‘White Privilege’ ” was
posted at tri-cityherald.com on Jan. 21, 2021.
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An article by Jordan Davidson titled “[Ben] Domenech: Teacher Unions
Holding Our Kids Hostage for Political Ransom Is ‘Insanity’ ” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Sen. Tim Scott titled “Covid Taught Us This Lesson—School
Choice Matters More Than Ever” was posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
Comments about transgenders
An article by Penny Starr titled “Transgender Athlete Sues USA Powerlifting for
Not Allowing Him to Compete in Women’s Division” was posted at breitbart.com
on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by Craig Bannister titled “White House Requests Gender ‘Pronoun’ and ‘Prefix’ Preferences on Contact Form” was posted at cnsnews.com
on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Susan Jones titled “ACLU Urges Biden: Give Transgender, NonBinary People ‘Accurate Federal IDs’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 21, 2021.
An article by Reagan McCarthy titled “President Biden Signs Executive Order Prioritizing ‘Gender Identity’ Over Biology” was posted at townhall.com
on Jan. 21, 2021.
An article by Michael Brown titled “The Real Cost of President Biden’s Radical Transgender Activism” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article titled “Female Student Athletes Speak Out Against Biden Executive
Order on Transgender Competition” was posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 25, 2021.
An article by Joy Pullman titled “Small-Town Iowa Public Schools Teach Preschoolers Transgenderism and Judging People by Skin Color” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by David McLoone titled “Teacher Forces California 3rd-Graders
to ‘Map’ Sexual Identities, Assess ‘Privilege’ ” was posted at lifesitenews.com
on Jan. 28, 2021.
Criticism of conservatives
An article by Julio Rosas titled “Don Lemon [of CNN] Doubles Down After
Telling Trump Supporters They Are the Same As the KKK” was posted at
townhall.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by Julio Rosas titled “Pennsylvania Lt. Gov. Says [Publicly] Claiming
Voting Was Rigged in the State Is Not Protected Under First Amendment” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by Michael W. Chapman titled “Harvard Campaign Seeks to ‘Revoke Degrees’ of Trump Officials and Trump Allies” was posted at cnsnews.
com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by George Mullen titled “What If Big Tech Was Censoring Black Speech
Instead of Conservative Speech?” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 16, 2021.
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An article by Jon Brown titled “AOC Demands Federal Funding to ‘Deradicalize’
White Supremacists, Conspiracy Theorists” was posted at dailywire.com on
Jan. 16, 2021.
A video and an article by Bronson Stocking titled “Watch: Former Facebook
Executive [Alex Stamos] Shares Orwellian Plan [on CNN] to Purge Conservatives” were posted at townhall.com on Jan. 17, 2021.
An article by Joshua Klein titled “Left Calls for ‘Army of Citizen Detectives’
to Monitor and Report Trump Supporters” was posted at breitbart.com on
Jan. 19, 2021.
An article by Trent Baker titled “Dick Morris: ‘Democrats Are the Most
Vicious Winners There Are’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 24, 2021.
An article by Graig Graziosi titled “ ‘Don’t Let Him Off the Hook’: Beto
O’Rourke Says Ted Cruz Is Guilty of Sedition” was posted at independent.co.uk
on Jan. 25, 2021.
An article by Bryan Alexander titled “Spike Lee Says Donald Trump ‘Will Go
Down in History With the Likes of Hitler’ in New York Film-Critics Speech” was
posted at usatoday.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by David Harsanyi titled “It’s [Former CIA Director] John Brennan’s
Authoritarianism That Threatens Democracy” was posted at townhall.com on
Jan. 22, 2021.
An article by Bill Donahue titled “Calls to ‘Deprogram’ Trump Supporters
Have Maoist Roots” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Larry Elder titled “Democrats Want a ‘Return to Civility’;
When Did They Practice It?” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
Biden supporters and detractors
An article by Tucker Carlson titled “As Troops Swarm Our Capital, Democrats Send
Clear Message: We’re in Charge Now” was posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 18, 2021.
An article by Kyle Bakx titled “Biden Indicates Plans to Cancel Keystone XL
Pipeline Permit on 1st Day in Office, Sources Confirm” was posted at cbc.ca
on Jan. 17, 2021.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Biden Administration: Yes, We Are Following Through With a Fracking Ban” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Biden Administration Deletes ‘1776
Commission’ From White House Website Immediately After Inauguration”
was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Katherine Rodriguez titled “Report: Joe Biden Calls for DOJ to
Resume Obama-Era ‘Slush Fund’ Payouts to Left-Wing Groups” was posted at
breitbart.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
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An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “Biden Revives Critical Race Theory—
But One Coalition [Discovery Institute] Is Vowing to Fight Back” was posted
at townhall.com on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article titled “Ease Up on the Executive Actions, Joe [After He Signed
37 Executive Actions, Including a Record-Breaking 24 Executive Orders]” was
posted at nytimes.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Star Parker titled “Biden’s ‘Unity’ Is Big Government Micromanagement” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Beth Baumann titled “[Ute] Indian Tribe [Second Largest Indian Reservation in U.S.]: Biden Just ‘Attacked’ Our Sovereignty” was posted
at townhall.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Alex Nitzberg titled “Western Energy Alliance Challenges Biden Order Pausing New Oil, Gas Leasing on Public Land” was posted at justthenews.com
on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Brie Stimson titled “Biden to Sign Executive Orders Expanding
Access, Strengthening ObamaCare Through Special Enrollment Period” was
posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “UC Riverside Professor Jane Ward:
Heterosexuality Is ‘Tragic’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Penny Starr titled “San Francisco School Board Removes 44
Names From Schools: Abraham Lincoln, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “[Matt] Gaetz: The Left Wants to Lecture
About ‘Lighting Flames’—They Lit Actual Fires” was posted at townhall.com on
Jan. 13, 2021.
An article by Cortney O’Brien titled “NYC Protests Turned Violent on MLK
Day” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 19, 2021.
An article by Jesse O’Neill titled “Portland Calls on Congress to Approve Reparations” was posted at nypost.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by Bob Price titled “Antifa Attacks Democrat HQ in Portland—
Wants Revenge, Not Biden” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Julio Rosas titled “Portland Riots Show Antifa Ain’t Going
Away in Joe Biden’s America” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article by Julio Rosas titled “Biden Press Secretary Does Not Condemn the Recent Antifa Riots on the West Coast” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article by Mike Lindblom titled “[Now That Trump Is Out of Office] Seattle Police Chief Announces Tougher Policy of Prosecuting Protesters Who
Vandalize” was posted at seattletimes.com on Jan. 23, 2021.
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An article by Joseph Simonson titled “Seattle and Portland Finally Decide
They Don’t Want Rioting, But Bail Reform Could Hurt Clampdown” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Michael Ruiz titled “80% of US Mayors Don’t See Need to Defund Police, Survey Finds [Even Though Democrat Mayors and Legislators Spent
Months Yelling for Such Action]” was posted at foxnews.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Dennis Weisman titled “Defunding the Police Will Mean More
Shootings, Higher Taxes and More Pain for the Poor” was posted at thefederalist.com
on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Emma Riley titled “Democrat Senator [Tom] Carper [of Delaware]
Introduces Bill to Make D.C. a State” was posted at cnsnews.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Natalie Winters titled “Biden Treasury Secretary [Janet] Yellen Paid
by Chinese Communist Party-Linked Group” was posted at thenationalpulse.com
on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Times Editorial Board titled “Is Governor Newsom ‘Following
the Science’ on Covid Reopening, Or Following the Politics?” was posted at
latimes.com on Jan. 26, 2021.
An article by Lauren Feiner titled “Tech Investor Chamath Paliyhapita Shreds
California Governor: He Has Done a Terrible Job” was posted at cnbc.com on
Jan. 27, 2021.
An article by Ebony Bowden titled “Pelosi Puts Swalwell Back on Homeland Security Panel Despite Spy Scandal” was posted at nypost.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
Comments about Hunter Biden
An article by Andrew Kerr titled “Hunter Biden Continues to Hold Stake in
Chinese Private Equity Firm, Despite Reports That He Was Planning to Divest”
was posted at dailycaller.com on Jan. 27, 2021.
Comments about Mail-In Ballots
Looking back to June, an article by Erica Werner titled “Treasury Sent More
Than 1 Million Coronavirus Stimulus Payments to Dead People, Congressional
Watchdog [Government Accountability Office] Finds” was posted at washingtonpost.com on June 25, 2020. [Just as dead people receive government
checks, dead people can also receive government mail-in ballots.]
An article by Bronson Stocking titled “Guess Who Opposes Mail-In Voting
in An Upcoming Election? [Jeff Bezos and Amazon Officials]” was posted at
townhall.com on Jan. 23, 2021.
General interest
An article by Caleb Larson titled “Golden Horde: The Air Force’s Plan for
Networked Bombs” was posted at realcleardefense.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
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An article by Josh Gerstein and Kyle Cheney titled “Feds Back Away From
Claim That Capitol Rioters Were Looking to Capture and Assassinate Officials”
was posted at politico.com on Jan. 15, 2021.
An article by David Limbaugh titled “Real Threats to Democracy Still Come
From the Left” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 16, 2021.
An article by Wayne Allyn Root titled “GOP Leaders in D.C. Don’t Represent
74 Million Trump Voters” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 17, 2021.
An article by Vernon Jones titled “Martin Luther King Jr’s Legacy Is As Important to Remember As Ever” was posted at townhall.com on Jan. 18, 2021.
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Dianne Feinstein Defends Ted Cruz, Josh Hawley
Over Electoral College Objections” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 20, 2021.
An article by Dana Hunsinger Benbow titled “Indianapolis Native Jason Whitlock [Black Journalist]: Black Lives Matter Is ‘No Different From KKK’; Historian
[Richard Pierce] Disagrees” was posted at indystar.com on Jan. 22, 2021.
An article by Susan Ferrechio titled “Capitol Police Chief Calls for ‘Permanent
Fencing’ Around Capitol” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Florida Governor Ron] DeSantis: I Banned
Hospitals From Discharging Covid Patients Into Nursing Homes” was posted
at breitbart.com on Jan. 28, 2021.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Isaiah 55:6-11—“Seek you the LORD while He may be found, call upon Him
while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his
thoughts; let him return to the LORD, and He will have mercy on him; and to
our God, for He will abundantly pardon. ‘For My thoughts are not your thoughts,
nor are your ways My ways,’ says the LORD. For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your
thoughts. For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not
return there, but water the earth, and make it bring forth and bud, that it may
give seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me void, but it shall accomplish what
I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.”

